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ABSTRACT 
Let O#p,p,,pz<l, X=(X~)E~B;, A=(u~~)EF!B;“~“; i.e., the vector X is 
elementwise positive and so is the matrix A. The Z,, antinorm of X is defined by 
the l,,,, , 2 antinorm of A by 
and the &,,p2 operator antinorm of A by 
Several properties of the antinorms l.Ij’, l.11,1,,)2, and 11. Ilp,i,“,j,, especially the super- 
multiplicativity of 1. Ip1, ,,%, are studied and generalized to hold for nonnegative 
matrices. The results are analogous with the well-known submultiplicativity proper- 
ties of Z,,,,y2 norms and ly,,yp operator norms, qr, ys > 1. A generalization is outlined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, we let m, n, s denote positive integers, and r, p, q 
(also ri, pi, qi) real numbers such that r # 0 and 0 z p Q 1~ q. We define r’ 
by r-l +(8)-l = 1, q’=m for q = 1, and p’= ---to for p = 1. Moreover, we 
denote by R, and R,, the sets of positive and nonnegative real numbers, 
respectively. In comparing vectors, we understand the notation < etc. 
elementwise. For X, Y E C”, the inequalities obtained from 
lXHYl 
1X1,,= max - 
O#Y EC” WI, 
(Holder; see e.g. [ 10, p. 24; 2, p. 191)) 
IX + YI, < IN, + IYI, (Minkowski; see e.g. [ 10, p. 30; 2, p. 191)) 
(Pringsheim-Jensen; see e.g. [lo, p. 28; 2, p. 13]), 
r,<r, * 
IN,, - = nl/rl--l/r2 
o+Ecn IXI,, 
(Schlomilch; see e.g. [ 10, p. 26; 2, p. 171) 
are the main tools in studying the 1, nom of X = (xi) E C”: 
i/q 
, l<q<w, 
1x1, = max Ixil; 
*e L72 operator norm of A E C “lx”: 
llA11~4”,, = max IAx”’ - = max{lAXI,,]X E C”, Ixlq, = 1); 
OZXEC” IN,, 
and the lq,,q2 norm of A=(aik)=(A,,...,A,) with the column vectors 
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From a more general point of view, these norms have been studied by Maitre 
[13,14], and in the case q1 = q2 or 4; = q2 by Ostrowski [19] and Goldberg 
and Straus [4-91. See also [16]. 
Our purpose is, analogously, to apply 
(Holder; O#Y EIW;~ if p=l), 
IX + YI, > IN, + IYIp (Minkowski) , 
r,<r,<O = . 
IN,, 1 
*Et: IxI,,= ’ 
r,>O>r, * 
. IN,, - = n’/‘I - l/r2 > 1 
x%& IX\,, 
(call these last two also Pringsheim-Jensen inequalities), where X, Y E rW;, 
and Schlomilch’s inequality, in studying the I, antinorm of X E f!2: : 
Ix,,=(qp, -w<p<l, 
1 
I-X-, = rn:n xi; 
the LP2 operator antinorm of A E rWT Xn: 
(it is easy to see that inf can be replaced by min over 0 # X E rW;a if pa > 0, 
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and by min over X E R; if p, < 0); and the lp,,pz antinorm of A: 
IAl p,>p2 = I(IAlhJF.~ [AnIP,) Ip2 = [F ( c ys:iv”p~]l’pz~ 
t 
We will meet also the I,,, prenorm l.IP,4, etc., on Ryx”. 
Our interests are the following: First (Section 3), to study the supermulti- 
plicativity conditions for p,, p,, under which 
for all A E Ryxn, B E L’Q;“? Second (Section 4), to consider the supermulti- 
plicativity factor for 1. Iv,, p2 which is the largest c > 0 such that 
for all A E RyX”, B E R;xS. Third (Section 51, to see that l*lp,,p2 is spec- 
traZZy dominated, i.e. a lower bound for the spectral radius p ( = the largest 
absolute value of the eigenvalues) if and only if it is supermultiplicative. 
The well-known analogous things for 1. )4,,y2 are the submultiplicativity 
conditions (Section 2) concerning qi, q2 for 
to hold for all A E C’n’X”, B E Cnxs; the submultiplicativity factor (Section 
4), the smallest c > 0 such that 
IABI 9,.,12 =s cIAL4PIBIY*r49 
for all A E CmX”, B E CnxS; and (Section 5) the fact that 1. Iy,,42 is spectrally 
dominant (i.e. an upper bound for the spectral radius) if and only if it is 
submultiplicative. See [19, 4-9, 13, 14, 161. 
Finally (Section 6), we outline a generalization. 
2. SUBMULTIPLICATIVITY OF 1. 14,,42 
Let us recall the well-known results about the submultiplicativity of 
l-l y,,y2. Denote by E,,, the matrix E CmXn with each element = 1. 
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THEOREM 1N. Let n > 2. The following conditions are equivaknt: 
(a) lABI,,,,, Q lA14,,q21B141,q2 fw all A E CmX”, B E Cnxs; 
(b) (a) holds fm A = E,,, B = E,,; 
62) l*lq2,d l*lql (i.e., IXlq,,< IXI,, fat- all X EC”); 
k-0 l.14,,d Id,,; 
(e) q1 G q2’; 
(f) q2 <q;; 
(g> l/q, + l/q, > 1. 
The following lemma is needed. (For our purpose it would be enough to 
consider only q’s, but, for completeness, we use r’s when possible.) 
LEMMA 2N. For all Y EC”‘, X E c”, A E @‘nXn, B E @nxs: 
(N,) (YxHlr,,,, = Iylr,lxlr,, 
(N,) IlYx”ll:;2” = IyIrlxI,,, 
(N3) lABI,,,,, < 11A11:;:,l%,.r, (rs>O), 
(N4) JJAJIy,y=max O+Y~C”~O+XE~” (r>O), 
For the proofs, see [13, 14, 161. The proofs can also be reconstructed by 
modifying the proofs of Lemma 2A and Theorem 1A in Section 3. We can 
also study several other inequalities; for example, we can similarly prove 
THEOREM 3N. Let n > 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) IABI,,,,, G lAlql,42~lBlq;,42 fm a21 A E CmXn, B E Cnxs; 
(b) (a) holds fw A = E,,, B = E,,; 
(cl I- lq*, * I- I& 
Cd) l.lql.t l.lq2; 
$f y”: ; q4;; 
(g) l/q, + l/q, G 1. 
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3. SUPERMULTIPLICATIVIT OF ).lp,,pz 
The properties of Z,,,,2 antinorms on R, “‘X” indeed appear to be strik- 
ingly similar to the properties of Z,,,y2 norms on C”Lxn. We restrict ourselves 
to studying the supermultiplicativity of 1. Ip,, ,,2. 
THEOREM 1A. tit n 2 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) lABI,,,,, 2 lAIP,,PZI~IP,,P2 for d A E RyX”, B E R;xs; 
(b) (a) holds for A = E,,,, B = E,,; 
(c) ).Ipzs k= I-Ip, (i.e., IXI,,f 2 IXI,, for all X E R;); 
Cd) I- Ip; + I- Ipp; 
(e) p,>p,‘>O or O>p,>pp,‘orp,‘>O>p,; 
(0 p,2p,‘>O or O>p,>pp,‘orp,‘>O>pz; 
(g) l/p, + l/p, G 1. 
In the proof we need 
LEMMA 2A. For all Y E RT, X E R;, A E RT”“, B E R:xS: 
(A,) (Nl), 
(Ad llYxqf!y; = IYlrlq~~> 
(Ad IABI Tl,r2 >, lliN’$,1Blr,.w 
(4) 11All~,‘: = inf YElRI;‘,XEly 
(As) IIAllfri:p, = IIATll;;!p,~t 
(A,) IA1 p,,p2 G IIAll;,i:,,~> 
(4) IABI P1,P2 a 1 
Proof. (A,): 
IIYXTIIp; = inf 
ZEWf 
IYXTZI, 
~ = &: IZI, IZI, 
% = IYIAXI,~. 
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Next we show (A,). Since 
IAZI,, 2 llAK$$~r, 
for all Z E RF, we obtain 
lABI,,,r, = [(l&I, ,,..., lAB,lr,)1r2 
> IIAll;,“,,lB~lr,...., I( llAll~,~,1~,l,,) IT2 = llAll::‘,‘J%,..,. 
(A,) follows from Hijldeis inequality. Since Y ‘AX = (YTAXjT = XTAT Y, 
this easily implies (A,). 
To prove (A,), we put A = YXT, B = A in (A,) and use (A,): 
IYXTAI,,,,,, 2 IIYXTII~~i~~,IAl,,,,, = lYlp,lXl~~,lAlp,.p~. 
On the other hand. 
lYXTAl,,>,, = (Y(ATXJT Ip,,r,2 = lYlp,lATXlp,; 
therefore 
implying 
But, by (A,), 
and hence (A,) follows. 
(A,) is a consequence of (A,) and (A,): 
Lemma 2A is thus proved. 
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We prove Theorem 1A via (c) * (a) 3 (b) 3 (g) * (e) * (c). Trivially, 
(c) - (d) and (e) e (0. First, assuming (c), we have by (A,) 
therefore (a) holds. 
(a) * (b) is trivial. 
Next, assume (b), which implies 
and proves (g). 




Pl P2 PlP2 
we then have one of the following cases: 
(1) p, > p,’ and p, > 0 > p,. Then p,‘> 0, and so p, > pz’ > 0, which 
means that the first part of(e) is satisfied. 
(2) p, > p,’ and p, > 0 > p,, which implies 0 > p, > p2’, the second part 
of(e). 
(3) p, < p,’ and p,,p, > 0. Impossible, since p, < p,’ implies p2’> 0 
and therefore p, < 0. 
(4) p, < p,’ and p,, p, < 0. Now p,’ > 0, and thus the third part of (e) 
holds. 
Hence (g) d (e) follows. 
The Pringsheim-Jensen inequality implies (e) * CC). 
Similarly, we can prove 
THEOREM 3A. Let n > 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) IABI p,,r,2 a IAIP,,P2~lBIr,,~.P2 for all A E RYX”, BE Fxs; 
(b) (a) holds for A = E,,,,, B = E,,; 
(c) l.Ip2,s I.Ipl; 
Cd) I$,,,~ l.11>2; 
(e) p, < p,’ < 0 or 0 < p, < p,’ or p,’ < 0 < p,; 
(f) p, d p,‘< 0 or 0 < p, < p,’ or p,‘< 0 < p,; 
(g) l/p, + l/p, > 1. 
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Using the continuity argument, we see that Lemma 2A and Theorems 1A 
and 3A can be extended for all Y l (W;la, X EIW;,, A E Iw!$“, BE W;g’. 
Then we define (X lp = 0 if p < 0 and some xi = 0. We also define for 
A E I&!,;” 
IAN,, 
IlAll:;:~, = xw’lI IxI,, - = sup{(AXI,,IX E R; > IXI,, = I} 
(which may be 03). 
4. SUB- AND SUPERMULTIPLICATIVITY FACTORS 
Let us first recall what we know about the submultiplicativity factor for 
I-I 9,,‘,2, which can be characterized as follows: 
THEOREM 4N. 
Here Z E Cnxn denotes the identity matrix. For a more general case, see 
[13, p. 140, Proposition 2; 14, p. 68, Remark]. For 9, = 9a, see [13, (47); 4, 
Corollary 1.11. Note that c::~, does not depend on m and s. 
In the proof of Theorem 4N, a part of the following lemma is needed. 
This lemma follows immediately from the Pringsheim-Jensen and Schliimilch 
inequalities. See also e.g. [19, (3.22); 4, Lemma 1.11. 
LEMMA 5N. 
i 
1 if r,>r,>O or O>riars, 
IlZll~~, = nl/‘L- l/r2 if r,,<re, 
cc if r,>O>r,. 
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Next, consider the supermultiplicativity factor for If Jr,,, ,*: 
(if p,, p, > 0, we can replace inf by min over 0 + A E R’J,““, 0 # B E RF”,‘). 
THEOREM 4A. 
C ;p,“: = llzll~,i~p, = llzll;::p, 
1 
1 if PI’< P2 <o or O<p,‘<ps, 
= n’/“;- l/m if p,‘app,, 
0 if p,‘<O<p,. 
Similarly to Lemma 5N, we have: 
LEMMA 5A. 
i 
1 if r,<r, <O or O<rl<r2, 
IIZII~,~, = nvrl-l/r2 if r,>r,, 
0 if r, < 0 -C r2. 
To prove Theorem 4A, let A E RyXn, B E R~xs. By (A,) and (A,) we 
have 
IABI p,,pB = IAZBI~,,~, > IAlP,,P21~BtP2~,P2 2 IAlp,.p211Zll~~~p,lBl~,.~~~ 
which implies, using (A,), 
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To show the equality, let E > 0 be fixed, choose X E W: such that 
and choose Y E R: (0 # Y E rW;, if p = 1) satisfying 
XTY = lXl,;lY IPI 
For A = B = YXr, we then obtain 
IA%.Pz XTYIYI,,IXI,, IN,,* 
lAlp,,&%,.~z = lYl;,lXl;, 
= - < llzll;~i:p, + E, 
lNp, 
and so 
Since E is arbitrary, 
follows, which establishes the equality. The rest of Theorem 4A is a conse- 
quence of Lemma 5A. 
5. BOUNDS FOR THE SPECTRAL RADIUS 
It is well known (see e.g. [19, Theorem 2; 11, Theorem 5.6.91) that any 
submultiplicative norm on C” x” is spectrally dominant. The converse, “a 
spectrally dominant norm on Cnxn is submultiplicative,” does not hold 
generally [12, Theorem 3; 11, p. 327-3281, but holds e.g. for Zy,,L12 norms 
[cf. 17, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 6N. kt n 2 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(4 IAL,,,42 > p(A) fir all A E Cnx”; 
(b) (a) holds jii A = E,,; 
(c) I-14,,q2 is submultiplicative. 
42 
This suggests that, analogously, an 
if and only if it is specially dominated. 
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1 p,,,,z antinorm is supermultiplicative 
THEOREM 6A. ht n > 2. Then the following conditions ure equivalent: 
(a) IAl p1,p2 < p(A) for all A E [wTx”; 
Tl ;;) holds for A = E,,; 
C ' ,,,, ,,2 is super-multiplicative. 
The proof of Theorem 6A is analogous with that of Theorem 6N. We 
proceed via (a) d (b) * (c) d (a). 
(a) * (b) is trivial. 
Assume now (b). Since E = E,,, satisfies 
1 EjI,,,r,, = r~“l’~+“~‘~, p(E) =n, 
we have l/p, + l/p, < 1, which implies (c) using Theorem 1A. 
Finally, assume (c). Then 1. IT,, s I- 11’2. by Theorem 1A. Therefore, using 
(A,), we obtain for X E rW; satisfying AX = AX, A = p(A), 
IAl 
lAXI,,, I%, 
,,,, 1,2 =s llAII;,i:~,~ G - = A - 
IXlpz, IXI,,,f G h. 
Hence (a) holds. 
Again, we see by the continuity argument that Theorem 4A is in fact valid 
for A E [Wl;Gn. 
For p, = --M), p, = 1 = q,, q2 = co, we have as special cases of Theorems 
6N and 6A 
min zaik<A<rnkzi Caik, 
k i 1 
the well-known bounds of Frobenius (see e.g. [3, p. 37; 11, p. 4921). 
For example, consider 
which was used in [15, p. 1581 as a test matrix in comparing eigenvalue 
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bounds. An experiment to find a possibly good lower bound ]A],,+, for 
p(A) = 7.531 gives ]A( iIs, _il4 = 5.789. The Frobenius lower bound (using 
columns) is IA]i, __ = 5, and the best lower bound in the test of [15] is 5.162. 
6. GENERALIZATION 
Let 8, 4, and $ be norms on @I”, c”, and [w”, respectively, and let 4 be 
monotonic in the positive orthant [l], i.e., 0 < X < Y * $(X) < $(Y). We 
define the associated norm 11. I/;‘$ and compound norm 1. IO.@ as follows: 
IIAll~$ = max e(Ax) ----=max{8(AX)~X~C”,~(X)=l}, 
OZXEC” 4(X) 
I&,, = ~(~(A,),...J(A,,>). 
Now Theorems and Lemmas lN-6N can be generalized for 1). ]I,“:; and 1. le,J, 
[I3, 14, 161. This motivates one to study how to define a general antinorm on 
a proper [3, p. 31 cone and how to generalize Theorems and Lemmas lA-6A 
[181. 
This paper was completed during my visit at Technion- The Israel 
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